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Abstract 
Natural debacles can have a life-changing 
effect on the people and families at the 
most abnormal amount. A great many 
individuals are influenced by characteristic 
fall each year, and their effect can be 
disastrous. From the shattering of 
structures to the spread of hazardous 
sickness, cataclysmic events can demolish 
whole nations overnight. It can have 
tremendous ecological conflict also. There 
is no human control over these fiascos. 
Amid the most recent couple of years, 
there has been an expansion in the reports 
of cataclysmic events and in addition 
devastation caused because of the 
calamities. The nations additionally do not 
have a compelling debacle readiness 
framework to go up against catastrophic 
events. Because of this, we are proposing a 
safety measure framework for 
characteristic crumple utilizing google 
maps. The framework is actualized on the 
Android cell phone on account of the 
expanding development of cell phones on 
the planet. Android gadget with our 
application introduced on it and client can 
enroll the relative or companions or crisis 
administrations to send SMS at an 
opportunity to inform others to protect 
them by sending their present area got by 
GPS including the most limited way of a 
safe house or safe zone on the guide of the 
application.  
keywords: Natural Disaster, Google Map, 
Disaster Warning, Evacuation Guideline, 
Android 

I. INTRODUCTION 
GPS framework can be utilized to get the area 
which incorporates points of interest like 

scope, longitude esteems in the long run following 
of individuals. GPRS framework tracks the area 
with the assistance of specialist co-op organizes at 
ostensible cost and gets area effortleb silly.while 
in some zone GPS is setting aside an opportunity  
To distinguish area,WI-FI or specialist 
organization information system can be utilized as 
often as possible for quick recovery of the area. 
So Using Mobile telephones furnished with GPS 
beneficiary or utilizing Wi-Fi or specialist co-op 
system can be utilized to discover the area of the 
gadget. This office of keen cell phones can be 
utilized as a security angle. As In Today's quick 
life everybody dependably needs to realize that 
their children, resigned guardians and dear ones 
are protected. So it's turned out to be simple with 
the assistance of the cell phone to monitor the area 
of relatives. It furnishes security and wellbeing 
anyplace with a devoted GPS or GPRS tracker 
intended for more established guardians and also 
for kids. For the most part, greater parts of the cell 
phones are having SMS (Short  
 
Message Service), GPS and information arranges 
administration of specialist co-op accessible for 
following the area. The principle reason to build 
up the framework is to monitor the family, 
companions, children and dear one's area, by 
essentially sending SMS to them, which is 
extremely practical. [1] System is furnished with 
principle three sections as the requestor, supplier, 
and crisis contact. A requestor is a person who can 
send the demand for the area of other individual's 
gadget. Supplier, who is the person who 
recognizes its own particular gadget's present 
scope and longitude arranges and can replay area 
data of coming solicitation. The framework can 
store crisis contact numbers to send ready 
messages. Notwithstanding the current 
framework, a few highlights are incorporated. It 
monitors the last area of the gadget which stores 
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in the cell phone by its area benefit. At the 
point when telephone gadget is controlled off 
framework send the alarm message alongside 
area detail to crisis contacts utilizing SMS 
benefit. Utilizing this office it turns out to be 
anything but difficult to know the last put 
away area of the gadget before it going to 
control off by somebody. Framework keeping 
up first SIM card serial number, and after and 
like clockwork continue checking the number 
and send an alarm message to the crisis 
number if SIM card is changed or it’s off. For 
security angle framework likewise check the 
SIM card's serial number amid booting of the 
cell phone and send the caution message (an 
instance of double SIM from second SIM 
number) to crisis numbers in the event that it 
found a bungle of SIM serial number that is 
SIM card is expelled or it changes from the 
primary space. Along these lines, System 
deals with the security of individual in the 
following area and in addition to cell phone 
likewise by sending ready messages to crisis 
numbers. A cataclysmic event is the result of 
normal perils, for example, violent wind, 
storm, seismic tremor, wave, surge, a fountain 
of liquid magma and so on. This world has 
effectively watched the brutal method of 
nature which has taken a large number of 
lives. Japan seismic tremor and torrent in 
2011, the Haiti quake in 2010, the tornado 
Nargis in 2008, the Indian Ocean Tsunami in 
2004, the 1991 Bangladesh violent wind are 
some ebb and flow cases of mortal 
catastrophic events. Common risks wind up 
with catastrophes where the valuable zones 
are influenced. Since in world, there is the 
greater part of the cataclysmic event inclined 
nations, so aversion and safety measure are 
fundamental for shielding lives and 
properties. Now and then individuals might 
be ignorant concerning the up and coming 
characteristic dangers. An absence of 
familiarity with individuals towards calamity 
causes the significant harm. Thus, adequate 
earlier fiasco cautioning and viable clearing 
framework can spare a noteworthy number of 
lives in the nation inclined to visit debacles. 
An untouchable or a guest in a specific region 
may cast the issue in finding the sheltered 
territory from his present area amid the 
crumple. Henceforth, we have anticipated an 
area construct fiasco framework with respect 
to cell phones utilizing Google Map which is 

chiefly used to messages in the guide. Google 
Map (GM) is a quickly developing open source 
guide of the world as a result of the likelihood of 
guide data over the world and the event of 
minimal effort advantageous GPS gadgets. The 
interest for area-based administrations is likewise 
expanding step by step with the expanding 
development of cell phones. Our area based 
framework is likewise an android stage based cell 
phone application to give area based 
administrations demonstrating the debilitating of 
up and coming fiascos (wave, violent wind, and 
surge and so forth.) if the client is in the 
conceivable calamity impacted territory or close 
to that zone and exhibiting closest safe zone or 
havens on the guide of the application. Our 
proposed framework is produced for the ordinary 
individuals who confront challenges amid the 
fiasco. The convenience of Google Map (GM) is 
guaranteed for all clients as it is free. Clients of 
our application will send the instant message 
along the course on the guide to at least one 
relative which number client enlist in that 
application. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Short Message Service (SMS) is utilized to send 
the save messages to the crisis contacts which are 
saved money on the server. in any case, loads of 
SMS exchange can cause the system blockage 
which may prompt the breaking of the voice call 
correspondence through a similar system. This can 
influence the departure to process troublesome. to 
dodge such, cell broadcasting administration is 
utilized to straightforwardly send messages to the 
clients in a particular zone with no blockage. all 
things considered, it neglects to help in clearing 
process which gives data about the sheltered 
place. The application takes help of the debacle 
cautions distributed by the global disaster alert 
and coordination system (gdacs), a joint activity 
of the United Nations office for coordination of 
humanitarian affairs (ocha) and the European 
commission. The application shows the symbols 
and the guide with 3 unique hues green, orange 
and red, each demonstrating the cruelty of the 
catastrophe. on tapping the symbols, the drop-
down rundown demonstrates date and time, 
district, catastrophe composes and other related 
subtle elements. fiasco caution (developed by pdc-
pacific disaster center): this application brags of 
'dynamic hazards', an intelligent guide which 
indicates constant alarms from legitimate sources 
which detail, for example, potential dangers to 
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individuals, property or resources by means 
of pdc disaster aware application. the 
application covers global earthquake, floods, 
tsunami, volcano, and storms. in their 
examination [6], they built up a framework 
for characteristic fall administration utilizing 
the android innovation. This framework [6] 
with the coordination issue amid and after a 
debacle happened. The my disaster android 
application [6] decide the ideal course along 
with various geological areas that the 
volunteers and rescuers need to take with a 
specific end goal to serve the most number of 
individuals and give the greatest scope of the 
territory in the briefest conceivable time. they 
utilized the hereditary calculation for the most 
limited course count this framework identifies 
closest accessible doctor's facility, contacts its 
crisis number, approach an electronic health 
record of desperation tolerant that can 
genuinely aid pre-clinic medications. The 
framework will distinguish the likelihood of 
the adjacent accessible particular doctor's 
facility every through em server which gives 
consistent data about the moving toward the 
patient to the healing center. This paper 
proposes android based tracking for ems 
(emergency medical system) on the cloud. [1] 
This framework helps those zones of the 
general population who all of a sudden fall 
into a circumstance where show 
correspondence of their position ends up 
important to be figured out how to specific 
people which will help them in this 
circumstance. The proposed demonstrate is 
composed and executed with the target that it 
must be easy to understand and inciting of the 
application should take the slightest time. The 
area of the client in the issue ought to 
likewise be precisely known to each one of 
those people whom the message has been sent 
[2] this framework is primarily actualized in 
an android-based telephone that is positively 
utilized and conveyed. so this framework is 
advantageous for the vast majority of the 
general population. With the assistance of the 
GPS and GSM organize, the framework can 
ensure the area of the clients when they are at 
risk and trigger the alert. at the point when the 
specialist or family get the alert message, they 
can quickly find a way to safeguard the client 
who is in a bad position. It can likewise deal 
with the wellbeing report of the client. The 
client can take online therapeutic to send their 

physical condition and afterward get remedy from 
the specialist who will send the solution on the 
client's telephone. From that point onward, the life 
update framework can alarm the client to take 
prescriptions on time thus on [3] the framework 
contains an outsider server named disaster 
management server (dms), android gadget with 
our application introduced on it and client. The 
nearby climate office refreshes the catastrophe 
(tidal wave, violent wind or surge) information on 
dms. Gadget end client enrolls in android cloud to 
device messaging (c2dm) server to acquire 
programmed caution of expected debacle 
generally client gets the manual warning. The 
client contact with dms to have overhauled or 
refreshed information sending the present position 
achieved by GPS or system supplier. The 
conceivable calamity concerned territory is settled 
by beam throwing calculation. at the point when 
our application sees the client inconceivable fall 
zone then the application will scatter visual and 
sound catastrophe caution and departure direction 
containing the briefest way of the sheltered zone 
on the guide. Departure advance is likewise 
followed utilizing dms. The exploratory outcome 
shows the viability of our framework [4]. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
The creating nations likewise need successful 
debacle readiness frameworks to oppose 
catastrophic events. Calamity notices and clearing 
rules may spare existences of a great many 
individuals. Notwithstanding that, a vacationer or 
visually impaired individuals can confront the 
issue in finding the sheltered place if any 
catastrophic event happens. Therefore, we have 
arranged an area based early calamity alarm and 
clearing framework for individuals utilizing 
Google Map. 

 
        Fig. 1.1 
In light of the selective utilization of cell phones 
in creating nations builds, the framework is 
actualized on the Android cell phone. In this way, 
our framework incorporates an outsider server 
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called Disaster Management Server (DMS), 
Android gadget on which our application is 
introduced. Updates of the calamity (torrent, 
violent wind or surge) are put on DMS by the 
neighborhood climate office. To get 
programmed notice of up and coming 
calamity gadget client enlists on Disaster 
Management Server (DMS) else client can 
get the manual warning. The client stays in 
contact with DMS to get most reestablish 
information acquired by GSM. The proposed 
application advises the client situated in the 
conceivable calamity zone with visual and 
sound catastrophe cautioning and clearing 
rule to consolidate with the closest area of the 
safe house or safe zone on the guide of the 
application. DMS additionally followed 
Evacuation advance and national ID of the 
client. The test result demonstrates the 
adequacy of our framework. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 
A man in trouble won't be in the circumstance 
to inform safeguard group on the fly and sit 
tight for their administration. Additional 
debilitating circumstances happen when a 
man is oblivious or not ready to make a move 
against the crisis for instance physically 
disabled individual or maturity national who 
can't venture down promptly from a crisis 
put. Considering other circumstance like the 
individual doesn't know about the crisis at all 
and he/she proceeds with their work close by; 
in such circumstance, distinguishing any 
crisis with help of sensors and detailing them 
to outside world, so concern catastrophe 
group makes suitable move to safeguard the 
destitute. "Right data at right time‟ will 
prompt protect lives.  
 
Our proposed area based debacle framework 
incorporates a Global Positioning System 
(GPS) bolstered android telephones with us 
defend application introduced on it and 
clients enlisted on that application. The client 
of our protect android application can 
likewise enroll the number of their relatives, 
relatives, companions and furthermore crisis 
contacts to send messages for safeguarding 
them. Through system supplier or GPS 
supplier, the cell phone gets the present area 
of its client and if there should arise an 
occurrence of any debacle; the server sends 

the alarm messages to the client about the up and 
coming catastrophic events. What's more, our 
defend application controls the client to achieve 
the most secure region which is in the briefest 
separation. Fiasco administration framework is an 
android cell phone application utilizing Google 
Map (GM), Our defend application gives clearing 
help the assistance of the guide of the application 
to the client if the gadget client is in the plausible 
calamity influenced region with regards to the 
client's present area. This causes individuals to go 
to the sanctuary put preceding the event of the 
catastrophic event. Our application likewise 
encourages crafted by an expert to track his 
departure advance unendingly with the goal that 
they can make quick strides if necessary. 
 

 
Fig. 1.2 Architecture Diagram 

 

V. LIST  OF MODULES: 
 Location Tracking of Victim 
 Disaster Warning 
 Define Evacuation Points in the City 
 Victim Notification 
 Rescue Message 
 
1. Location Tracking of Victim:  
The framework gets instated and recognizes the 
present position of the client's portable and brings 
the area scope and longitude utilizing android 
telephone's GPS Device. The gadget at that point 
interfaces with Google guide to get area name 
from the present position of the portable.  
 
2. Disaster Warning:  
Afterward, if there is any possibility of 
catastrophe, the web server sends the notice 
through web administrations. This can be utilized 
to caution the general population about the 
common crumple. It is the obligation of the 
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administrator to send fire/surge/seismic 
tremor notices to clients  
 
3. Define Evacuation Points in the City:  
At whatever point Admin/server guarantees a 
catastrophe alarm, he needs to decide clearing 
territories in the city. Individuals will get the 
clearing region list on their telephone and 
neighboring region from the present position 
will be featured. 

 
 

Fig. 1.3 
 
4. Victim Notification:  
At whatever point there is a debacle, the 
client acquires the notices on the telephone. 
The notice incorporates calamity points of 
interest and departure territories. The client 
can tap into every territory and view the guide 
on Google delineates.  
 
5.  Rescue Message:  
In the event that there is an affirmation of 
calamity, the Google maps can be utilized to 
demonstrate the most secure zone in the 
briefest course. Furthermore, the client can 
likewise send messages to the crisis contacts 
to safeguard them. 

 

   Fig. 1.4 

VI. CONCLUSION: 
This task gives clearing the assistance of 
google guide to the client if the gadget client 
is in the likely debacle influenced zone 
thinking about the client's present area. This 
causes individuals to go to the protected 
region or sanctuary put preceding the 
catastrophe. This task additionally encourages 
crafted by the expert to record his position 

acquired by GPS and including the briefest way of 
sanctuary or safe zone on the guide of the 
application. The client can enlist the different 
collectors or relative or companions to send SMS 
at an opportunity to send the notice for help.  

VII.  FUTURE ENHANCEMENT  
Besides, we have a future intend to actualize 
another application to aid safeguard and help task 
after the calamity and a superior server-side 
application to thoroughly robotize the 
arrangement of recognizing fiasco inclined 
territory. Furthermore, we are likewise attempting 
to do it in disconnected mode. 
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